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SUMMARY OF PROCEEDINGS 
The State’s Summary of Proceedings is correct and substantially complete on 

the issues that now remain in the case.  In the Court of Appeals the State and the 

amicus Police Department urged a number of contentions, alternative contentions, and 

sub-issues that they do not mention here.  Their Summary was (and remains) 

inadequate for some of these.  There Mr. Chávez supplied what was missing from the 

Summary, responded to the legal arguments, and contended that some of these issues 

were not properly raised.  It is not now appropriate to brief these abandoned 

contentions; if the Court cares for further exposition, the Court of Appeals briefs were 

transmitted here with the Certification and so are a ready source.   

ARGUMENT 
Amicus NM Criminal Defense Lawyer’s Association filed its Brief early.  Counsel 

has access to consolidated Appellant Antillon’s Brief-in-Chief.  Both help to make this 

brief briefer; counsel will try to avoid repeating the arguments so capably presented 

there except in the interest of emphasis, coherence, and continuity.1 

When the State Appealed . . . 
Until June federal law in this area appeared controlled by the trilogy of United 

                                            
1  A minor quibble with his supporting amicus is that Mr. Chávez would not have 

accepted the invitation in the State’s Brief in Chief at 8, 13 to entangle this issue in the arcane 
hairsplitting of multiple punishments at a single trial and the spawn of Blockburger v. United 
States, 284 U.S. 299 (1932).  Taxation & Revenue Dep’t v. Whitener, 117 N.M. 130, 135, 869 
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States v. Halper, 490 U.S. 435 (1989); Austin v. United States, 509 U.S. 602 (1993); 

and Department of Revenue v. Kurth Ranch, 114 S. Ct. 1937 (1994).  These opinions 

read as if they were pointing federal forfeiture-related analysis away from its medieval 

mire and admiralty’s personification of ships.   

An adequate brief, unburdened with lawyerly abundance of caution, could have 

just cited the trilogy; emphasized Austin; invited attention to the reasoning of United 

States v. $405,089.23, 33 F.3d 1210 (1994), modified, 56 F.3d 41 (9th Cir. 1995);2 

noted that Taxation & Revenue Dep’t v. Whitener, 117 N.M. 130, 135, 869 P.2d 829, 

834 (Ct. App. 1993), cert. dismissed, 910 P.2d 933 (1994) reached the Kurth result 

before Kurth  and that the reasoning in State ex rel. Schwartz v. Kennedy, 120 N.M. 

619, 904 P.2d 1044 (1995) is helpful; observed that our home federal circuit forcefully 

agreed in United States v. 9844 South Titan Ct., 75 F.3d 1470, 1483-91 (10th Cir. 

1996)(Austin “underscored the need to pierce the civil-criminal veil”); and been done 

with it. 

Then Chief Justice Rehnquist Built a Bomb 
Remarkably, the Court today stands Austin on its head—a decision 

rendered only three years ago, with unanimity on the pertinent points—and 

concludes that [21 U.S.C.] § 881(a)(7) is remedial rather than punitive in character.  

                                                                                                                                             
P.2d 829, 834 (Ct. App. 1993), cert. dismissed, 910 P.2d 933 (1994) refuses to do so when 
there are multiple proceedings. 

2  The modification was to add Kurth Ranch as support for the opinion’s “categorical 
approach for determining when punishment has been imposed . . .” 56 F.3d at 42.  Of course 
the rest of the citation reads: rev’d sub nom. United States v. Ursery, 116 S. Ct. 2135 (1996). 
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Every reason Austin gave for treating § 881(a)(7) as punitive—the Court rejects or 

ignores.  Every reason the Court provides for treating § 881(a)(7) as remedial— 

Austin rebuffed.  The Court claims that its conclusion is consistent with decisions 

reviewing statutes “indistinguishable” “in most significant respects” from § 

881(a)(7), ante, at 2147, but ignores the fact that Austin reached the opposite 

conclusion as to the identical statute under review here. United States v. Ursery, 

116 S. Ct. 2135,  2158 (1996)(Stevens, J., dissenting)(emphasis in original).3 

The decision, on June 24, reversed United States  v. Ursery, 59 F.3d 568 (6th Cir. 

1995) and United States v. $405,089.23, 33 F.3d 1210 (1994), modified, 56 F.3d 41 (9th 

Cir. 1995).  Chief Justice Rehnquist wrote the majority opinion.  Five Justices joined 

without comment.  Justice Kennedy joined, 116 S. Ct. at 2149, with some equivocation.  

Justice Blackmun, the majorities’ author in Austin and Halper, had retired.  Justice 

Scalia, concurring in the result, 116 S. Ct. at 2152, joined by Justice Thomas,4 wrote 

only three sentences.  They disassociated themselves from the majority’s reasoning 

and expressed their “view [that] the Double Jeopardy Clause prohibits successive 

prosecution, not successive punishment”5 and forfeiture isn’t functionally criminal.  They 

rely on their dissent in Kurth Ranch, 114 S. Ct. at 1955, which wants “to put the Halper 

                                            
3  Justice Stevens’ separate opinion agrees with the result in one of the consolidated 

cases, but, because it agrees with none of the majority’s reasoning in either case, it is referred 
to here as a dissent.  The Ursery opinions will sometimes be cited by the author’s name. 

4  Who said nothing about his earlier doubts that forfeiture’s “central theory” could 
support something “so broad that it differs not only in degree, but in kind, from its historical 
antecedents,” leading him to predict the Court may need “to reevaluate our generally deferential 
approach to legislative judgments in this area,” United States v. James Daniel Good Real 
Property, 510 U.S. 43, 82 (1993)(Thomas, J., concurring and dissenting). 

5  New Mexico has prohibited successive punishment as recently as State v. Lopez, 920 
P.2d 1017, 1024 (N.M. 1996). 
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genie back in the bottle . . .” id. at 1959. 

Justice Stevens’ opinion, 116 S. Ct. at 2151, disagrees with everything.  It 

powerfully exposes the intellectual dishonesty of the majority opinion.  It’s flawed only in 

that its seeming haste to get to the real business of demolishing Justice Rehnquist’s 

essay, it gives too short a shrift to questions involving proceeds of drug sales.6  See 116 

S. Ct. at 2152. 

Chief Justice Rehnquist’s exposition calls to mind “Jesuitical” argument: 

Very early, owing in part to English Protestant propagandists, the word 

“Jesuitical” came to characterize a form of argument designed less to seek the 

truth than to make a case, a form of argument that was aggressive and clever but 

perhaps not always sincere—indeed, one that was at times cunningly equivocal 

or downright deceitful. . . . 

To characterize a lie as an “economy of truth” would be a Jesuitical 

formulation.  To say that one had smoked marijuana but did not inhale would be 

a Jesuitical distinction.  (Bill Clinton received his undergraduate degree from 

Georgetown University, a Jesuit school.)  Cullen Murphy, Jesuitical vs. Talmudic: 

Making arguments, splitting hairs, SLATE 36 (www.slate.com June 28, 1996). 

Justice Stevens’ descriptives include “pedantic,” “mystical,” and “sleight-of-hand,” 116 

S. Ct. at 2159, 2160, counterposed against “common sense” and “[f]idelity to both 

reason and precedent,” id. at 2161, 2162.  The reasoning “cut deeply into a guarantee 

deemed fundamental by the Founders.”  Id. at 2163. 

                                            
6  The only of the State’s now-abandoned sub-issues where Justice Stevens’ opinion 

disagrees with Mr. Chávez’ position.  His Answer Brief in the Court of Appeals at 1, 16-17 
shows the nonexistence of this issue; at 17-20 it addresses the point substantively. 
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Now, Back in New Mexico 
The issue in this case now is whether Judge Allen’s ruling is correct under N.M. 

CONST. art. II § 15.  Some federal opinions inconsistent with Ursery are still pertinent 

because they a) describe federal double jeopardy law when New Mexico law was 

equated with it, and b) in any event they present well-reasoned analyses of double 

jeopardy that are helpful as we interpret our Constitution.  For both propositions this 

brief will refer frequently to Justice Stevens’ opinion.  Obviously a lone dissenter is not 

cited for precedential value.  Rather, his reasoning is compelling and expressed with 

more scholarship and erudition than this writer can muster on his own. 

The New Mexico and Federal Double Jeopardy Clauses Are Not 
Siamese Twins 

The state and federal clauses were up to a point interpreted coextensively; little 

or no reason to diverge appeared.  But equivalence was not written in stone: 

[W]hen we refer to the “Double Jeopardy Clause” in the context of this case, our 

analysis is identical for both the federal and state clause.  We reserve the 

question, however, whether the New Mexico Double Jeopardy Clause, under 

circumstances other than the multiple punishment doctrine, provides greater 

protection than the federal clause.  State ex rel. Schwartz v. Kennedy, 120 N.M. 

619, 625, 904 P.2d 1044, 1050 (1995).7 

So the door was open for divergence, especially if the protection provided by the federal 

clause should shrink or if a situation comes to court where the federal clause gives too 

                                            
7  This quotation was in Mr. Chávez’ Court of Appeals Brief for this same purpose.  It 

seems unlikely that the State and the Albuquerque Police had both forgotten it when they cited 
only older cases, in their briefs at 13 and 5 respectively, in asserting the contrary. 
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little protection.  Cf. the refusal to follow the federal contraction of the formerly similar 

search warrant protections in State v. Cordova, 109 N.M. 211, 784 P.2d 30 (1989) and, 

especially, State v. Gutierrez, 112 N.M. 774, 819 P.2d 1332 (Ct. App. 1991), aff'd, 116 

N.M. 431, 863 P.2d 1052 (1993) where the Court of Appeals preceded this Court in 

departing from the cramped federal doctrine.  Of necessity, equating the state and 

federal Double Jeopardy Clauses works only for situations presented and 

interpretations announced in federal decisions known at the time. 

This Court has used the door Kennedy held open.  State v. Breit, No. 21,954 

(N.M. Oct. 9, 1996) found: “Under [the federal double jeopardy] standard, Breit’s 

reprosecution would not have been barred,” slip op. at 1.  The Court then barred Breit’s 

reprosecution.  “We need not, in interpreting the double jeopardy provision of our state 

constitution, adopt the standard that is applicable to the comparable federal provision.”  

Id. at 11.  And “when this Court derives an interpretation of New Mexico law from a 

federal opinion, our decision remains the law of New Mexico even if federal doctrine 

should later change.”  Id. at 11-12. 

A panorama of the last few decades of constitutional jurisprudence starts with 

New Mexico, like other states, following the United States Supreme Court’s leadership 

in putting protections in place.  That process carried little reason or incentive for 
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extending state constitutional protections beyond their federal analogues.8  Lawyers and 

judges tended to neglect the issue.  Then, slowly, the United States Supreme Court 

changed its direction.  Lawyers were slow in perceiving the change and slower in 

learning to handle it, resulting in errors and omissions that in turn produced countless 

appellate pronouncements like “[t]herefore, we do not address her state constitutional 

claim,” Umatilla County v. $18,005, 142 Ore. App. 427 (1996).9 

As the federal constitutional jurisprudence has been changing, New Mexico’s 

courts have seen the need to stay on course, sometimes getting ahead of the lawyers.  

For example, when the lawyer didn’t preserve the state constitutional issue the Court of 

Appeals nevertheless felt it important to observe that the common law tradition might 

not be the best fit here: 

The protection available under the fourth amendment for "open fields" 

depends on concepts that appear to have evolved in areas with very different 

customs and terrain. . . . Our interpretation and application of the state 

constitution must take into account the possibility that such differences in custom 

and terrain gave rise to particular expectations of privacy when the state 

constitution was adopted. . . . We noted [in State v. Chort, 91 N.M. 584, 585, 577 

P.2d 892, 893 (Ct. App. 1978)] that the United States Supreme Court was, at that 

time, increasingly discarding "fictional and procedural barriers resting on property 

concepts."  State v. Sutton, 112 N.M. 449, 455, 816 P.2d 518, 524, cert. denied, 

                                            
8  Perhaps this accounts for the less than obvious proposition that there should be 

national uniformity in interpretations of state constitutions.  This is hardly compatible with states 
being laboratories of innovation. 

9  One of the cases from the Police Department’s compendium, in its brief at 6 n.2, of 
post-Ursery decisions.   
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112 N.M. 308, 815 P.2d 161 (1991). 

See City of Farmington v. Fawcett, 114 N.M. 537, 543, 843 P.2d 839 (Ct. App. 

1992)(“early English law and English colonial law” have less influence on this state’s 

constitution than on those adopted closer to those times).  Montana, although lacking 

New Mexico’s Iberian and Mexican heritage (and chronically less willing to appreciate its 

Indian heritage) reaches a similar conclusion in State v. Bullock, 272 Mont. 361, 901 

P.2d 61, 75 (1995).   

On Laboratories, Respect, and Other Virtues 

Staying the constitutional course will require not only adhering to the earlier 

decisions but also staying true to the methodology of innovation that increasingly 

discards outmoded and inadequate concepts.  Justice Brandeis’ clarion to legislatures 

calls state courts too: 

There must be power in the States and the Nation to remould, through 

experimentation, our economic practices and institutions to meet changing social 

and economic needs. . . .  

To stay experimentation in things social and economic is a grave 

responsibility. . . . It is one of the happy incidents of the federal system that a 

single courageous State may, if its citizens choose, serve as a laboratory; and try 

novel social and economic experiments without risk to the rest of the country. . . . 

If we would guide by the light of reason, we must let our minds be bold.  New 

State Ice Co. v. Liebmann, 285 U.S. 262, 311 (1932)(dissenting). 

A person who believes respect should be reserved for those who reciprocate it 

may puzzle that state appellate courts still display great deference, even 
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obsequiousness, to the United States Supreme Court.  During the last fifteen or so 

years that court has rained a drumbeat of denigration upon state appellate judges’ 

reliance on their own constitutions.  Montana v. Jackson, 459 U.S. 1029 (1983) is an 

example of its arrogance.  The state decision under review said seven times that it was 

applying its own law.  But it made the mistake of citing a state case that construed the 

fifth amendment.  The Supreme Court seized on this to disregard the seven assertions 

and seize control of the outcome.  Then in Michigan v. Long, 463 U. S. 1032, 1041 

(1983), it went on to erect a presumption that the “state court decided the case the way 

it did because it believed that federal law required it to do so." 

In Arizona v. Evans, 115 S. Ct. 1185 (1995), Justice Rehnquist, writing for a 7-

Justice majority, paid lip service to Justice Brandeis’ states-as-laboratories principle 

(minus its call “to let our minds be bold”) and said it applied to state courts.  See 115 S. 

Ct. at 1190.  He did not, though, let it deter his majority from seizing the result from 

Arizona’s Supreme Court to reinstate the conviction.  Justices Ginsburg and Stevens 

dissented powerfully but vainly in favor of states-really-as-laboratories and against 

Long’s demeaning presumption.  See 115 S. Ct. at 1195, 1198-1203.10 

In any event, forfeiture needs some laboratory work.  Recent commentary 

includes: 

                                            
10  The latest chapter in Rehnquist v. Stevens/Ginsburg on this issue is Ohio v. 

Robinette, No. 95-891 (U.S. Nov. 18, 1996).  The loser was the Ohio’s Supreme Court’s attempt 
to protect its citizens from overzeal of the drug police. 
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The Supreme Court’s attempts to provide coherent doctrinal guidance in the 

asset forfeiture area . . . have been less than successful. . . . [A]lthough Chief 

Justice William Rehnquist’s opinions in both Bennis [v. Michigan, 116 S. Ct. 994 

(1996)] and Ursery commanded a majority . . . the case law in this area remains 

muddled.  Fong, Paying for White Collar Crime, in Review of the Supreme 

Court’s 1995-1996 Term, LEGAL TIMES S41, S43 (July 29, 1996). 

Legislatures, state and national, and courts are to blame for the niggling 

respect shown to constitutional rights by law enforcement agencies in forfeiture 

cases.  LEONARD W. LEVY, A LICENSE TO STEAL, THE FORFEITURE OF PROPERTY 1 

(1996). 

[Ursery’s “Alice in Wonderland reasoning” is] cramped and result-oriented[11] . . . . 

A . . . prospect is that some state courts will interpret the double jeopardy clauses 

of their state constitutions differently . . . . See State v. Casalicchio, 58 Ohio St. 

3d 178, 569 N.E. 2d 916 (Ohio 1991) (holding that civil forfeiture . . . under a 

statute requiring a prior felony conviction violated double jeopardy . . .).  Smith, 

Forfeiture, THE CHAMPION 25, 26, 28 n.16 (Sept./Oct. 1996). 

Any who doubt the crying need for bold thinking on this issue need only subject 

themselves, in a single sitting, to all 30 of the state court cases in the Police 

Department’s post-Ursery compendium in its brief at 6 n.2.  The opinions display a 

clone-like similarity in the too many words they use to state the obviousthat Ursery’s 

analysis says the forfeiture wasn’t punishment for fifth amendment purposes.  More to 

the point: 

                                            
11  “[N]othing can bring a court into disrepute more quickly than to engage in practices 

that appear to be result-oriented.”  Chaleunphonh v. Parks & Recreation Div., 918 P.2d 717, 
721 (N.M. Ct. App. 1996)(Hartz, J.). 
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17 states are represented.  

7 states’ highest courts are represented. 

In only 4 of these was the state constitutional issue preserved and 
considered. 12 

The consideration consisted of perfunctorily equating the state and federal 
Double Jeopardy Clauses for this or all purposes. 

Of the lower court decisions  

In 11 the state constitution was either not raised, mentioned, preserved, 
argued, or considered. 

2 affirmatively, but with little analysis, approved Ursery for their state 
constitutions. 

The remaining 10 simply equated, with little discussion, the state Double 
Jeopardy Clause with the federal, often deferring to pre-Ursery 
higher court holdings of equivalence. 

At both levels the most common reason given for not finding greater state 
protection was that no argument, or no persuasive argument, was made. 

The entire compendium is innocent of any suggestion that anybody said anything about 

the arguments in this section of this brief. One opinion, State v. McGough, No. 22139 

(Idaho App. Aug. 28,1996), did briefly note that counsel contended the decisions 

appearing between Austin and Ursery13 should apply under the state’s constitution; the 

opinion does not indicate whether counsel said why they should apply. 

                                            
12  Deutschendorf v. People, 920 P.2d 53 (Colo. 1996) was not cited but falls in this 

category. 
13 Such decisions would include, in addition to those cited elsewhere in this brief, United 

States v. Brophil, 899 F. Supp. 1257 (D. Vt. 1995); United States v. McCaslin, 863 F. Supp. 
1299 (W.D. Wash. 1994); State v. Leyva, 909 P.2d 506 (Ariz. App. 1995); State v. Davis, 903 
P.2d 940 (Utah App. 1995), and, before Texas surrendered, Ex Parte Ariza, 913 S.W.2d 215 
(Tex. App. 1995). 
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Ursery Is a New Limitation on the Federal Constitution; It Does 
Not Apply to New Mexico’s Constitution 

State ex rel. Schwartz v. Kennedy, 120 N.M. 619, 626, 904 P.2d 1044 (1995) 

used the Court of Appeals’ eminently sensible decision in United States v. $405,089.23, 

33 F.3d 1210 (1994), modified, 56 F.3d 41 (9th Cir. 1995), the very case Ursery 

reversed.  It also relied extensively on United States v. Halper, 490 U.S. 435 (1989), 

120 N.M. at 628-30, 904 P.2d at 1053-55, and found instruction in Kurth Ranch, 120 

N.M. at  626, 634, 904 P.2d at 1051, 1059.  The opinion’s premise was that, unless 

license revocation is different from forfeiture of property, double jeopardy would apply.  

For example: “Because of the inherent differences between . . . license revocations . . . 

and forfeitures, different standards of ‘punishment’ should be applied when evaluating 

each distinct type of sanctions.”  120 N.M. at 635, 904 P.2d at 1059.  Justice Stevens’ 

Ursery dissent footnotes his agreement with this approach: 

[T]he determination that 21 U.S.C. § 881(a)(7) is a punitive statute is perfectly 

consistent with a conclusion that other types of sanctions are remedial.  For 

example, I would expect that many types of administrative licensing sanctions 

are remedial in the relevant sense of our cases.” 116 S. Ct. at  2161 n.16. 

The decisions and reasoning Ursery reversed or disapproved permeate 

Kennedy.  Whether or not Ursery literally changed federal law, it certainly changed what 

our Supreme Court, as did most other courts, perceived the federal law to be when it 

equated the Double Jeopardy Clauses.  Kennedy is clear that drug forfeiture is 

punishment for double jeopardy purposes in New Mexico.  Ursery’s unsatisfactory and 
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historically aberrant characterization of double jeopardy punishment as different from 

other punishment seems neither thought nor thinkable in deciding Kennedy.  There 

were few Ursery-like interpretations of Halper-Austin-Kurth anywhere in the nation.14 

For example, People v. Daniels, No. 2-95-1190 (Ill. App. 1996) charts recent 

peregrinations.  To that state, as to “many other jurisdictions” the trilogy meant forfeiture 

barred prosecution.  The effect of Ursery was to “revive . . . previous legal analysis . . . “ 

and “reestablish . . . that . . . a civil in rem forfeiture of a defendant's property will not 

ordinarily be deemed a ‘punishment’ for double jeopardy purposes.”  (Emphasis added).  

Justice Rehnquist himself signaled the direction was new by citing the contention in his 

Kurth Ranch dissent that Halper does not apply.  Whitener, as did the Kurth majority, 

relied on Halper, see, e.g., 117 N.M. at 135, 869 P.2d at 834. 

Obviously, reversing the effect that Austin placed on a statute15 stands that case 

“on its head”.  See quotation at p.2, above.  Justice Stevens’ dissent gives an 

abundance of documented references to the novelty of the decision, resulting in: 

This Term the Court has begun dismantling the protections it so recently erected.  

In Bennis v. Michigan . . . 116 S. Ct. 994 . . . (1996), the Court held that officials 

may confiscate an innocent person's automobile.  And today, for the first time it 

upholds the forfeiture of a person's home.  On the way to its surprising conclusion 

                                            
14 Just as there were few decisions disagreeing with the Kennedy result for drivers 

licenses.  Should the legion of distinctions between license revocations and drug related 
forfeitures not be readily apparent they are discussed in Appellee Chávez Answer Brief in the 
Court of Appeals at 13-16. 

15  As well as “reject[ing] two considerations [innocent owner defense and possibility of 
discretionary executive clemency] that persuaded the majority . . .” Stevens op. at 2159. 
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that the owner is not punished by the loss of his residence, the Court repeatedly 

professes its adherence to tradition and time-honored practice.  As I discuss below, 

however, the decision shows a stunning disregard not only for modern precedents 

but for our older ones as well. 116 S. Ct. at 2153 (emphasis added).16 

Justice Kennedy’s opinion does not understandably or convincingly refute the 

implications of his own opening observation that 1) Austin “described the . . . forfeiture 

provision . . . at issue here as punitive,” 2) another decision recognizes it’s 

fundamentally “punishment,” but 3) today it’s not “punishment implicating the protections 

of the Double Jeopardy Clause.” 116 S. Ct. at 2149. 

New Mexico Should Not Hurl Its Constitution Into the Supreme 
Abyss 

The Ursery majority finds seminal support in Various Items of Personal Property v. 

United States, 282 U.S. 577 (1931).  That case relies on the “fanciful premise,” Stevens 

op. at 2154, that it is the inanimate property that is being punished.  “Various Items simply 

disappeared from our jurisprudence,” id., perhaps because of embarrassment at the 

premise.17  The case has never been cited and the premise was never present in New 

Mexico’s jurisprudence.  Our Court adamantly fenced the premise out in In re Forfeiture 

Of Two Thousand Seven Hundred Thirty Dollars, 111 N.M. 746, 748, 809 P.2d 1274, 

                                            
16  One “older” precedent is Boyd v. United States, 116 U.S. 616, 634 (1886) which 

recognized that these “civil” forfeitures “are in their nature criminal.”  See Stevens op. at 2154-55, 
discussing the present vitality of this view.  State v. Sutton, 112 N.M. 449, 452, 816 P.2d 518, 
521 (Ct. App.), cert. denied, 112 N.M. 308, 815 P.2d 161 (1991) is among the New Mexico 
decisions that endorse Boyd. 

17  Neither side mentioned the case in any brief.  64 U.S.L.W. 3751 (1996). 
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1276 (1991), a decision “predicated upon a line of federal cases which questioned 

traditional notions of in rem jurisdiction” and forfeiture’s fictions “rooted in the hoary 

annals of admiralty law.”  This Court plucked “archaic,” “animistic,”' “irrational,” and 

“atavistic" from Continental Grain Co. v. Barge FBL-585, 364 U.S. 19, 23 (1959).  

Ursery acknowledged neither the words nor their source. 

Justice Stevens, 116 S. Ct. at 2154-55, describes, in too much detail to 

summarize, how crudely the majority misuses One Lot Emerald Cut Stones v. United 

States, 409 U.S. 232 (1972) (per curiam), and United States v. One Assortment of 89 

Firearms, 465 U.S. 354 (1984)18.  He shows the majority as more simplistically crude in 

eliding a key phrase where it purports to quote what Austin says about double jeopardy.  

Austin:  “The Double Jeopardy Clause has been held not to apply in civil forfeiture 

proceedings, but only in cases where the forfeiture could properly be characterized as 

remedial.”  509 U.S. at 608, n.4 (emphasis added).  The majority left out the italicized 

words.  See Rehnquist op. at 2146, Stevens op. at 2154. 

Austin’s categorical approach19 is eminently sensible:  “There is no need to 

determine whether a statute that is punitive by design has a punitive effect when applied 

                                            
18  This Court has never cited the former and the latter only once and for a different 

purpose (in Kennedy, 120 N.M. at 628, 904 P.2d at 1053). 
19 Austin ”specifically rejected a case-by-case approach . . . . This categorical approach . 

. . obviates the need for proportionality review . . . .”  United States v. Perez, 70 F.3d 345, 348-
49 (5th Cir. 1995).  Austin’s threshold finding that the statute inflicted punishment regardless of 
factual considerations validates the District Attorney’s decision (T. 10) not to offer evidence on 
proportionality. 
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in the individual case.”  Stevens op. at 2157.  The majority’s plaint that “it is practically 

difficult to determine whether a particular forfeiture bears no rational relationship to the 

nonpunitive purposes . . .”, Rehnquist op. at 2145, misses the categorical obvious—if it’s 

punitive that ends the inquiry.   

Kennedy accords with Justice Stevens:  “A monetary sanction . . . must be 

described as having a deterrent or retributive purpose if it is not designed to 

compensate the government for its losses. Halper, 490 U.S. at 449-50 . . ..” 120 N.M. at 

634, 904 P.2d at 1059 (emphasis in original).  In re Forfeiture of Fourteen Thousand Six 

Hundred Thirty Nine Dollars, 120 N.M. 408, 413, 902 P.2d 563, 568 (Ct. App. 1995) 

relied on Austin in holding drug forfeiture is punitive.  Then it gave its understanding that 

Austin  “also recognized the punitive nature of forfeiture proceedings . . .” id. 

The Ursery majority unrealistically threatens “virtually every sanction would be 

declared to be a punishment,” 116 S. Ct. at 2145 n.2.  We have enough experience under 

the pre-Ursery interpretation of Halper-Austin-Kurth to know otherwise, Kennedy, for one 

example. 

Another of the Ursery majority’s headstands is reversing the thrust of Austin’s 

central inquiry:  “the question is not, as the United States would have it, whether [the] 

forfeiture . . . is civil or criminal, but rather whether it is punishment,” 509 U.S. at 610.  

Ursery of course framed the question the way the government “would have it.” 
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Ursery’s emphasis on the historically “civil” nature of forfeiture harmonizes poorly 

with “labels do not control in a double jeopardy inquiry,”  Department of Revenue v. 

Kurth Ranch, 114 S. Ct. 1937, 1946 (1994).  Accord: Whitener, 117 N.M. at 133, 134, 

869 P.2d at 832, 834. Its discussion of Halper doesn’t mention that it said:  “The notion 

of punishment, as we commonly understand it, cuts across the division between the civil 

and the criminal law,” 490 U.S. at 447-48.  Nor that it’s not “a matter of statutory 

construction,” id. at 447. 

Consistently with Austin’s consideration of the constitutional limit on “the 

government's power to punish,” 509 U.S. at 609, Justice Stevens observes in Ursery: 

Even if Austin had not followed Halper's rule for defining punishment, it 

would make little sense to say that forfeiture might be punishment “for the 

purposes of” the Excessive Fines Clause but not the Double Jeopardy Clause.  It is 

difficult to imagine why the Framers of the two amendments would have required a 

particular sanction not to be excessive, but would have allowed it to be imposed 

multiple times for the same offense. 116 S. Ct. at  2156 n.5. 

Let us not saddle New Mexico’s Framers with such illogic. 

Justice Rehnquist’s exaltation of form over substance evokes the thinking of the 

common law.  See, e.g., Rehnquist op. at 2144-45 (artificial distinction between civil 

penalty and civil forfeiture), 2145 n.2, (arcane word play to try to refute the dissent and 

say punishment is not necessarily punishment).  “It is . . . far too late in the day to contend 

that the label placed on a punitive proceeding determines whether it is covered by the 

Double Jeopardy Clause.”  Stevens op. at 2160. 
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History and Tradition.  Which History?  Whose Tradition? 

Austin and its differently oriented sibling, Ursery, both recite a history of forfeiture 

as a foundation of their decision.  Justice Blackmun, writing for Austin’s 5-Justice 

majority, spends over 8 pages of history, 509 U.S. at 611–618, to conclude that 

forfeiture American style is punishment in the common meaning of the word and 

therefore for the eighth amendment.  He disapproves the tradition of the fictions 

formerly used to bypass the Bill of Rights. 

Justice Rehnquist counters that Austin only “briefly reviewed” history, Rehnquist 

op. at 2144; his history texts result in an opposite characterization for fifth amendment 

purposes.20  In Austin he had joined Justice Kennedy’s concurring opinion that explicitly 

disavowed the majority’s conception of history, 509 U.S. at 628. 

Justice Stevens described the history and result that New Mexico followed: 

[T]he Austin Court surveyed the history of civil forfeitures at some length.  That 

history is replete with expressions of the idea that forfeitures constitute 

punishment.  116 S. Ct. at 2158. 

LEONARD W. LEVY, A LICENSE TO STEAL, THE FORFEITURE OF PROPERTY 8-13, 39-

52, 83-84 (1996) traces the United States Supreme Court’s conception of forfeiture’s 

                                            
20  Another example of his disagreement with forfeiture history as expressed by Supreme 

Court majorities appears in his dissent in United States v. James Daniel Good Real Property, 
510 U.S. 43, 66, 70 (1993) where he objects to the majority’s understanding as 
“unprecedented,” “casting doubt on long settled law,” and “discard[ing] established precedents.”  
So this case, too, is part of the modern trend that New Mexico follows. 
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history, including Blackstone; misstatements of Mosaic law; deodands21; vesting human 

guilt in oxen that gore, ships that smuggle, and other things that offend (contrasting with 

the less animistic view of the ancient Greeks); English king’s using admiralty’s salt water 

courts to extend his common law writs to the oceans without hindrance by grand or petit 

jury;22 the new nation’s swiftly emulating the hated king; each side in the Civil War using 

forfeiture to punish the other’s adherents; and 150 federal forfeiture statutes.  Given this 

pedigree, “in rem . . . civil forfeiture is attractive to the nation’s lawmakers because it is 

swift, cheap, productive, and much more likely to be successful than a criminal forfeiture 

proceeding.  Id. at 47.  Others see “the great forfeiture monster that stalked the eighties 

and nineties,” DAN BAUM, SMOKE AND MIRRORS, THE WAR ON DRUGS AND THE POLITICS OF 

FAILURE 111 (1996). 

New Mexico has no history of deodands, oceans, or English kings.  It judicially 

recognizes the common law tradition is not fully congruent with its own.  Its sparse and 

largely recent history with forfeitures soundly rejects fiction as foundation for its 

forfeiture jurisprudence.  It includes the pre-Ursery trilogy.  It includes neither Ursery nor 

its reasoning.  Almost every reported decision mentions that forfeiture is punitive.  When 

                                            
21 It explains the error in Blackstone’s rationalization of deodands and that this 

rationalization bears a large measure of the credit or blame for bringing the medieval concept 
into English, then American federal, law.  LEVY at 7-20. 

22  Thereby adding to his exchequer, via his court of the same name, such things as 
“waifs and strays . . . beached whales and treasure troves . . . flotsam and jetsam . .  and goods 
taken from pirates.”  LEVY at 42.  The king’s colonists were not pleased, complaining that 
“’infamous informers, like dogs of prey . . . are let loose and encouraged to seize and libel in the 
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authority is split, New Mexico has chosen the side not “grounded in traditional notions.”  

See In re Forfeiture of One 1970 Ford Pickup Truck, 113 N.M. 97, 99, 823 P.2d 339, 

341 (Ct. App. 1991). 

Forfeiture Is Not an Unmitigated Blessing 
It has become almost automatic (and therefore questionable) to praise, as did the 

government briefs in the Court of Appeals and as in the Police Brief here at 7-8, 

forfeiture as a wondrously powerful law enforcement tool.23  Whether it lives up to the 

praise may or may not be important to judicial decisions.  It’s power does call for judicial 

oversight.  Because the idea is pervasive, we will point out that not all agree with this 

conventional wisdom.   

For example: “We continue to be enormously troubled by the government’s 

increasing and virtually unchecked use of the civil forfeiture statutes and the disregard 

for due process that is buried in those statutes.”  United States v. All Assets of 

Statewide Auto Parts, Inc., 971 F.2d 896, 905 (2d Cir. 1992).  And see Justice Thomas’ 

blip of concern, n.4 above. 

Miller & Selva, Drug Enforcement’s Double-Edged Sword: An Assessment of 

                                                                                                                                             
courts of admiralty the vessels of such as are advocates of the rights of America.’”  Id. at 42-43, 
quoting Pennsylvania Journal, October 19, 1769. 

23  This passage, at n.5, contains an odd citation for a policy argumentBennis v. 
Michigan, 116 S. Ct. 994 (1996), where the policy took a woman’s $300 car because her 
husband used it to engage a prostitute.  It was more telling than odd that its Court of Appeals 
brief gave police zeal as a reason to give power to the police and cited indictment as proof of 
guilt. 
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Asset Forfeiture Programs, 11 JUSTICE QUARTERLY 313 (Academy of Criminal Justice 

Sciences 1994) reports a remarkable research project.  The researcher obtained his 

data by “assum[ing] the role of confidential informant in undercover narcotics 

operations,” id. at 321.  It is “an empirical examination of asset forfeiture,” undertaken 

because “[n]o grounded studies have been conducted . . . in the field and to assess 

whether it is fair practice or foul play.”  Id. at 316.  It explains “experientially rather than 

speculatively why and how one aspect of the drug war has gone astray.”  Id.   

The project studied a program where the proceeds of forfeitures went to law 

enforcement.24  It found that these programs diverted police resources to “cases that 

offer little or no direct social benefit,” and to targets (such as Messrs.,Chávez and 

Nuñez) whose “personal profiles differ greatly from those of the drug lords, for whom 

asset forfeiture strategies were designed.”  Id. at 331-32.  Such forfeitures subvert 

“ideals of fairness and justice.” Id. at 333.  LEVY’s chapter 8, at 144-60, also documents 

how forfeiture money corrodes police work. 

While Congress may have intended civil forfeiture to be a “powerful weapon in 

the war on drugs”. . . it would, indeed, be a Pyrrhic victory for the country, if the 

government's relentless and imaginative use of that weapon were to leave the 

                                            
24  N.M. Stat. § 30-31-35E(2) and (3) allow most of the proceeds to police drug 

enforcement operations.  Our vetoed S. Bill 10, which would have forestalled double jeopardy 
problems and consolidated the forfeiture into the criminal proceeding, would also have sent 
forfeiture proceeds to the state’s general fund, see §§ 6L, 12.  It is rumored that this is a reason 
the Governor vetoed it.  In any event the legislature’s passing it was a clear recognition that 
forfeiture is a punishment raising double jeopardy concerns; the Governor’s veto appears as a 
deliberate decision to keep it that way. 
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constitution itself a casualty.  United States v. Lasanta, 52 Cr. L. 1097 (2d Cir. 

1992). 

War Is Not Healthy for Constitutions and Other 
Living Rights 

The incessant use of “war” as the paradigm for drug control heightens the perils 

to rights, truth, and clear thinking.  Justice Stevens saw his own Court as something of a 

casualty, lamenting that it was but “a loyal foot soldier” in that war, California v. 

Acevedo, 500 U.S. 565, 601 (1991)(dissenting).  Another way to continue the metaphor 

is that forfeiture is permission for the war’s troops to loot.  See BAUM at 311. 

In some ways, drugs seem to affect the reasoning of nonusers as well as 

users.  Thus we have invested the police with the gravest powers in a seemingly 

fruitless war on drugs.  They can, for instance, not only invade a man’s castle but 

seize it and sell it . . . . Richard Cohen, Column, The Washington Post National 

Weekly Ed., Oct. 28, 1996. 

[T]he director of the Office of National Drug Control Policythe "drug 

czar"[General Barry] McCaffrey has been going around the country with a 

message that is decidedly at odds with the tough talk of the current campaign 

season.  A retired four-star general who led forces in Vietnam and in Operation 

Desert Storm, McCaffrey believes that Americans should abandon the notion of a 

drug war.  "The metaphor of the war on drugs isn't wrong so much as 

inadequate," he explained.  “We're not trying to achieve total victory, it's not a 

campaign, and these people aren't the enemy."  St. John, The Talk of the Town, 

A Dove Fights The Drug War, THE NEW YORKER (June 3, 1996). 

The War on Drugs is about a lot of things, but only rarely is it really about 

drugs. 
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. . .  

. . . [T] he War on Drugs concentrates unprecedented police power inside 

the Beltway, all but eliminating Fourth Amendment rights and turning the attorney 

general into a kind of urban viceroy who can mete out punishment without trial. . . 

. 

Moreover the War on Drugs frequently makes drug problems worse.  DAN 

BAUM, SMOKE AND MIRRORS, THE WAR ON DRUGS AND THE POLITICS OF FAILURE xi-xii 

(1996). 

CONCLUSION 
Mr. Chávez asks this Court to affirm the District Court’s decision.  Anything 

between outright affirmance and unqualified adoption of Ursery would call for 

reargument or remand to the Court of Appeals. 
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